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contact mes with the special OSD review committee
hW Strategie Recommaisaance Wing program (primarikv
I.e. bet some fends for SIC base 11.2 support), hes been
like 'Who authorised the preeminent of D.Ws? What
vas the basis for the requirements? Pampa were the airman fUnded?" etc.
I had told bin before that if they /aimed question on the 162 1 s, be should
contacts.rather thma to try to answer thou Anoreingly, I asked Dr. Tlec
for guidance on8 July, and his reaction
that they bed the right to ask
questions and Ms remnendations (anon liberal interpretation than sin.-I feel that their responsibility should be limited to the 100th SW cost
°overage).
I have passed Dr. Plea' reaction on tohe #11
to
,
tall the review sommittee to send their question
C.1°118111/1
over General
Carroll's sit. These Pa oome in before I return from leave, so I
told Dr. Flu I'd alert you end Fmk Bartley.
I still feel that the answers should be like "Deputy Secretary Situ,
DCI Helms, and Mr. Hornig, as an Namoutive Committee, approved the UmaR
Procurement. Secretary Ifolarra approved the aircraft allnation, based
on a reemendation
Isles. their basis for appraval we to
maintain a viable U..2 program. 'amain is within the Ur progree." etc...generalities rather tabu specifies, with anomgh to indicate the high level
be that if they have to get General
of consideration end approval. It
Carroll's sigmature, the gentle= will go any, or be limited to 100th
SRW cost coverage.

rm.*.

The recent MR fir the 100th SEW goofed on the D.2 portion, in that
subsequent
PT 1970 and
o attrition we ferment them IT 1974 and sons
year increases were questionable. Esther than re-do the POE, it was gabBitted as is, with qualifying footnotes, and Dr. Plaesaid he put qualifying
remarks in a transmittal sm. 0150 could be critical in this oonnestion.
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